. The proportion of mortality across the 10 field sites, as of the spring of 2018, for each of the four grandparental genotypes, the F1 hybrids, and the outbred hybrid mapping population. Proportion +/-standard error are presented. Sites are ordered as in Figure 1 , by increasing latitude. 1K@62  1N@43  1N@80  2K@10  2K@65  2N@99  3N@19  3N@88  5K@89  7K@1  7K@59  8K@30  9K@57 Effect estimate   site   KING   PKLE   TMPL   OVTN   STIL   CLMB   MNHT   LINC   KBSM   BRKG   GR50   2K@11  2K@65  2N@47  3K@35  3N@6  3N@75  4K@45  5K@0  5N@11  5N@89  6K@30  6N@60  7K@31  9K@24  9K@81 HT   1N@84  2K@0  2K@60  2N@73  3K@48  3N@40  4K@9  5K@24  5K@89  5N@5  5N@92  6K@51  6N@0  7K@12  8N@13  9K@13  9N@111  9N@22 FL50   1N@35  2K@63  3K@35  3N@11  3N@51  3N@83  5K@51  6K@10  6N@50  7K@33  8N@49  9K@81  9N@38 TC   1N@25  2K@63  3K@66  3N@21  3N@83  4N@33  5K@82  5N@89  6N@44  7K@38  8K@54  9K@22  9K@84  9N@119 Significance is determined by P-values, where those that are marginally significant (uncorrected P-value <= 0.05) are in light blue, while dark blue estimates are significant after Bonferroni multiple-test corrections. Data are from the 2017 harvest.
• Table S6 . Values outside the range of values observed at the 10 sites (+/-20%) are masked. . The quality of the predictions from the full Genotype x Environment (G x E) model was evaluated using a fivefold cross-validation technique. Specifically, we split the individuals, along with their genotypic and phenotypic information, into a training set (80% of the population) and validation set (the remaining 20% of the population). The training set was used to construct the G x E model and the validation set was used to evaluate the model as an independent dataset. The G x E model was extracted from Genstat runs and reconstructed in R to predict biomass for the validation genotypes based on the additive and dominance effects. Root mean square error (rmse), percentage of bias (bias%), and the prediction accuracy (r) between the model predictions and field observations were used as statistical measures for model performance. The fivefold cross validation for biomass had an average rmse of 0.591, %bias of -0.3%, and prediction accuracy of 0.601. Fig. S12 . PCA loadings of the monthly weather data for prediction of the beginning and end of growing season. The month of data collection is indicated by its two-digit numeric code following the variable tested. For example, 95 th quantile of maximum temperature in September is specified as TMAX_09. Figure 1 . Note the extremely strong prediction accuracy for greenup time and the slighly lower accuracy for time of last flowering. This indicates that greenup is driven by a linear combination of climatic variables that are well captured by our principal components. However, higher-order interactions, or climate variables that were not present in our data also likely predict the last flowering time. 
